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Abstract

This paper presents a laboratory experiment examining how citizens’ concern for their coun-

try’s international reputation affects how they evaluate leaders. A large experimental literature

has found that citizens are less supportive of leaders that escalate a crisis and then back down

than leaders that never entered the crisis at all. These audience costs emerge despite the policy

outcome being the same in both cases. Previous research suggests that citizens dislike inconsis-

tency from a leader and worry about the country’s international reputation. This paper argues

that the reputation mechanism behind audience costs has not been adequately examined. There-

fore, I present a bargaining game that can escalate to war. I then test this game under conditions

when reputations can emerge and when they cannot in the context of a laboratory experiment.

The results of the laboratory experiment show that audience costs do not emerge, even when

reputational concerns are possible, and that citizens care more about the policy outcome than

about the policy-making process. Thus, I connect the literature on retrospective voting with

the literature on how citizens evaluate the foreign policy of leaders.
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Audience costs theory asserts that citizens judge leaders negatively if they escalate a crisis

and then back down. At its core, audience costs theory is a theory of how citizens evaluate

their leaders. The key mechanism is that citizens dislike inconsistency in a leader, either because

inconsistency signals incompetence on the part of the leader or because it hurts the country’s

reputation internationally. For citizens to assess leaders in line with the predictions of the theory,

then, citizens must care about the leader’s decision-making process in addition to, or perhaps more

than, the outcome that process produces. Several survey experiments have confirmed that citizens

evaluate leaders that avoided a crisis more highly than leaders that escalated a crisis and then

backed down, even though the policy outcome is the same in both cases (Tomz, 2007; Trager and

Vavreck, 2011; Levy et al., 2015).

In contrast, theories of voting behavior suggest that citizens focus on their general sense of

well-being when judging leaders. The “blind retrospection” literature shows that citizens not only

pay little attention to the policy-making process, they can actually reward or punish leaders for

outcomes which the leader had no part in producing (Healy et al., 2010; Bagues and Esteve-

Volart, 2013; Achen and Bartels, 2004). If citizens are primarily focused on outcomes, then the

mechanisms underpinning audience costs are unlikely to function as predicted. Citizens may not

notice a leader’s inconsistency or may not conclude that it signals incompetence. Citizens also may

not connect damage done to the country’s reputation by a leader to any specific negative outcome.

Thus, if citizens are invested in the outcome of a crises, the causal mechanisms of audience cost

theory are unlikely to function.

This paper presents an incentivized laboratory experiment that improves upon the audience

costs literature’s recent heavy reliance on survey experiments. By adding payments based on the

outcome of the crisis, subjects become invested in my laboratory experiment in a way that is not

possible in previous survey experiments. Furthermore, I vary whether reputation can emerge or

not in the experiment, allowing for me to parse out the effect of citizens punishing leaders based

solely on a dislike for inconsistency versus a concern for reputation.

I find that when subjects are invested in the outcome of a crisis, they do not evaluate the leader

in line with the prediction of audience costs theory. Regardless of whether reputation is a concern,
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leaders are not punished for escalating the crisis and then backing down in the experiment. Instead,

subjects reward leaders primarily based on the outcome the leader oversaw, even when this outcome

is affected by chance.

This paper precedes as follows: I begin by discussing the role of reputation in international

relations and how survey methods have been used to study audience costs. Next, I discuss the

game theoretical model used to motivate the experiment, the predictions from the model, and the

experimental details. I then present the experimental results before concluding.

Audience Costs

When Fearon (1994) introduced the idea of audience costs, he argued that if domestic audiences

punish leaders for escalating conflicts and then backing down, leaders that are better able to

generate audiences costs will more credibly lock themselves into bargaining positions. Thus, leaders

that can generate audience costs have an advantage in international crises. Fearon assumed that

the mechanism behind audience costs would be that domestic audiences would punish leaders for

backing down due to a concern for the country’s international reputation. However, this assumption

has never been directly tested.

Several studies find evidence that reputation matters in international relations on both the

level of the state and the individual leader (Weisiger and Yarhi-Milo, 2015; Miller, 2015; Sechser,

2016). Nevertheless, case studies of audience costs have found that they appear to matter little in

how actual crises have played out (Snyder and Borghard, 2011; Trachtenberg, 2012). In response,

Levy (2012) and Schultz (2001) argue that audience costs can be anticipated in advance and are

already considered before a crises escalates, and thus should not influence decisions once a crisis is

underway.

The difficultly of assessing the effect of audience costs empirically has caused Tomz (2007) to

turn to experimental methods. Using a survey experiment, he found that support for a leader

was lower after promising to send troops to aid an invaded nation and failing to do so than if he

stated he would not send troops. The Tomz experiment was the first direct finding of audience

costs and his subjects explained their desire to punish the leader came from a perception of bad
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policy, concerns over national reputation, and the leader’s inconsistency. Several subsequent survey

experiments have attempted to disentangle these three potential reasons to punish a leader and all

found that citizens punish leaders that escalate a conflict and then back down relative to leaders

that simply avoid a conflict (Levy et al., 2015; Kertzer and Brutger, 2015; Trager and Vavreck,

2011). This finding is akin to saying that citizens care about the policy process and not simply

the outcome of a crisis. If citizens only cared about the outcome, the fact the troops were not sent

to a conflict should be all that mattered and the threat to send troops would not affect citizens’

evaluation of the leader.

However, Gowa (1999, 26) argues that citizens understand that bluffing and backing can down

can be an optimal strategy while Potter and Baum (2010, 2014) point out that whistle blowers

and free media are necessary for citizens to become aware of the leader’s decision-making process.

Likewise, Levendusky and Horowitz (2012) and Davies and Johns (2013) suggest that leaders are

unlikely to actually be punished, given that that new information or a justification for backing

down can mitigate audience costs. Furthermore, other survey experiments suggest that citizens

focus less on the leader’s decision-making (and potential inconsistency) than on other factors. For

example, Morse (2015) finds that citizens rely on motivated reasoning and that partisan affiliation

is more important in the evaluation of leaders than the policy-process or even the policy outcome.

Moreover, Chaudoin (2014) finds that policy preferences can influence domestic reactions to trade

agreements more than concerns over leader consistency if citizens are knowledgeable and invested

in the outcome of the policy.

Meanwhile, recent literature on retrospective voting suggests that voters use very coarse heuris-

tics and evaluate leaders more on their general sense of well-being than on the process that led

to this well-being. In fact, incumbents both benefit and are punished electorally from events over

which they have no control, including the outcomes of college athletic contests, lotteries, and nat-

ural disasters (Healy et al., 2010; Bagues and Esteve-Volart, 2013; Huber et al., 2012; Achen and

Bartels, 2004; Cole et al., 2012; Gasper and Reeves, 2011). This “blind retrospection” literature

suggests that voters have little interest in or ability to judge the policy-making process. Taking

these papers together with Chaudoin (2014)’s finding, the outcome of the policy process, and how it
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affects voters’ well-being, appears more important than the leader’s decision-making process. With

respect to audience costs, citizens are likely to care about the outcome of a crisis more than what

the leader did to reach that outcome.

Overall, then, despite strong evidence from the survey experiments literature that audience

costs exist, these experiments face two key short comings. First, the one-shot nature of survey

experiments precludes any discussion of the relative influence of reputation on citizens’ evaluations.

Because these surveys attempt to approximate real-life situations, the possibility of future conflicts

is likely to always be present in the minds of subjects in such way that it cannot be varied. Thus,

it is unclear how reputational concerns affect responses in these survey experiments. Nevertheless,

a related survey experiment provides evidence that citizens consider reputations when thinking

about international relations. Renshon et al. (2015) vary information about past actions and asked

subjects to predict how likely a leader was to back down in a crisis, finding that reputation developed

at both the state-level and leader-level. Past survey experiments have ignored this reputational

aspect of audience costs theory.

Second, subjects taking audience costs surveys are not affected by the outcome of the crisis

and, thus, these surveys focus the subjects’ attention on the leader’s decision-making process. In

reality, citizens may not pay attention to the step-by-step unfolding of a crisis, but develop their

impression of the leader based solely on the outcome. Survey experiments, therefore, have no way of

determining if subjects continue to punish the leader for backing down when citizens are primarily

concerned with how the outcome of the conflict affects them.

This paper moves the audience cost literature away from its reliance on survey experiments by

introducing a laboratory experiment in which a leader plays a crisis game on behalf of her group.

In the experiment, the expected utility of the leader’s choice between war and the status quo varies,

so the effect of policy preferences can be measured. In addition, subjects receive a payoff based

on the outcome of the conflict, giving them reason to care about more than the leader’s decision-

making process. Furthermore, I vary whether subjects play the game with the same opponent

repeatedly or not in order to create treatments where reputation can play a role and treatments

where it cannot. Past laboratory experiments have demonstrated that subjects can successfully
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a) Challenger

O1:(50,50)

Status Quo

b) Target

c) Challenger

O3: (50,50)

Back Down

d) Nature

O4: (-c, 100-c)

1− Pc

O5:(100-c,-c)

Pc

Stand Firm

Resist

O2:(70,30)

Concede

Challenge

Figure 1: The Bargaining Game

develop a reputation for resolve in deterrence games (Jung et al., 1994; Brandts and Figueras,

2003). For example, Tingley and Walter (2011) show that subjects attempted to build reputations

for toughness even when a game was repeated relatively few times. Moreover, this reputation-

building paid off, as subjects with a reputation for toughness deterred challenges by opponents.

Thus, laboratory experiments can capture the role of reputation in a way that survey experiments

cannot. I now present the crisis bargaining game.

The Model

The game is a conflict over how to divide 100 points and is based on Schultz (2001)’s model of

audience costs. The game begins with a Challenger deciding between a status quo payoff and

challenging a Target. The Challenger is composed of a leader and a group of citizens and the leader

makes decisions on behalf of the citizenry. Below, the leader refers the leader of the the Challenger,

the citizens refers to the citizens of the Challenger, and the Target is simply referred to as the

Target.

At the first node, if the leader of the Challenger accepts the status quo, the Challenger and

the Target split the 100 points evenly and the game ends. If the leader challenges, the Target then
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decides between conceding and resisting (node b). If the Target concedes, the citizens are awarded

70 points, the Target is awarded 30 points, and the game ends. If the Target resists, the leader

of the Challenger then decides between backing down and standing firm (node c). If the leader

backs down, the prize is split evenly. If the leader stands firm, Nature plays a war lottery and with

probability Pc the Challenger wins the entire 100 points and with probability 1−Pc the Target wins

the entire prize (node d). Regardless of the outcome of the war, both sides pay c, which represents

the cost of war.

Once the game depicted above has ended, the citizens of the Challenger independently reward

the leader with a costless bonus.

The game differs from Schultz (2001) in several ways. In his game, if the Challenger stands

firm, the Target is then given the option to stand firm or back down. This decision is left out to

simplify the experimental test in such a way that only one negotiator has the potential for audience

costs. The payoffs also differ in minor ways, including that the Challenger receives a positive payoff

from the status quo, the Target receives a positive payoff from conceding, and the winner of the

war receives a positive payoff. These minor differences make it easier to incentivize experimental

subjects while, as Schultz (2001) notes, not fundamentally altering the results.

The major substantive difference between the current model and Schultz (2001) is what the

payoffs represent. Schultz (2001)’s payoffs represent payoffs to the respective leaders. Similarly,

the Target here is conceived of as a unitary entity and we can think of the payoff to the target as

the payoff to the leader of the entity. However, the payoffs for the Challenger represent the payoffs

to the citizens, and not the leader, from the negotiation. That is, each citizen receives the payoffs

listed above upon conclusion of the game, while the leader of the Challenger receives her payoffs

based off rewards from the group members.

This conception of payoffs leads to another key difference between Schultz (2001) and the present

game, notably, the payoff for the Challenger after having backed down. Because Schultz (2001)

looks for the effect of audience costs, he assumes they exist and builds them into the payoff as

−ac. Here, I am testing for the existence of audience costs, and so the payoffs for the citizenry of

the Challenger remain the same whether the Challenger simply chooses the status quo or whether
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the Challenger challenges and then backs down (the payoffs from O1 equal those from O3). This

payoff structure allows me to test if the act of challenging and backing down affects how the citizens

perceive their leader, as the actual payoff is the same as if the leader initially chose the status quo.

This set-up matches the above mentioned survey experiments, in particular Tomz (2007), where

subjects are told the same outcome in all treatments, but the process to reach that outcome is

varied.

Solution

As noted above, the value of the prize that the leaders are negotiating over has been normalized to

100 points and the status quo is fixed at an even split of the prize. The cost of war, c, is fixed at

15 points and the game can be solved as a single-shot game by backwards induction. I make the

assumption that the leader of the Challenger is acting on behalf of the citizens in her group and

that the goal of the leader is to maximize the citizens’ payoffs.

In the final node, the leader of the Challenger decides on going to war for a prize of 100 or a

status quo payoff of 50 and is indifferent when Pc ∗ 100− c = 50. Thus, when c = 15, the leader is

indifferent between war and the status quo when Pc = .65. When Pc is above .65, the leader fights.

Otherwise, the leader accepts the status quo.

The Target, knowing the leader of the Challenger will fight when Pc > .65, solves the equation

(1 − Pc) ∗ 100 − c = 30. Substituting c = 15, the Target is indifferent between fighting a war and

conceding when Pc = .55. When Pc is less than .55, the Target resists, as the Target is better off

fighting than conceding, and the Challenger back downs. When .55 < Pc < .65, the Target resists,

even though she prefers to avoid war because she anticipates the Challenger will back down. When

Pc > .65, the Target concedes to avoid a war.

At the first node, the leader of the Challenger always challenges when Pc ≥ .65 (and then the

Target concedes). When Pc < .65, the leader is indifferent between accepting the status quo and

challenging because she can back down later if the Target does not concede and still receive the

status quo payoff.

Thus, the equilibrium of the single-shot game can be characterized as:
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Pc Challenger Target Challenger Outcome Payoffs

Pc < .55 Indifferent Resist Back Down Status Quo (50,50)

.55 < Pc < .65 Indifferent Resist Back Down Status Quo (50,50)

Pc > .65 Challenge Concede Stand Firm Target concedes (70,30)
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Figure 2: Indifference Point of the Target for Resisting given the Challenger’s Probability of Win-
ning and Reputation

Given this paper’s concern with how the reputation of the Challenger affects audience costs,

the effect of reputation on the negotiation game needs to be modeled. To capture reputation, I

introduce the variable ρ ∈ [0, 1], which represents the Target’s estimated probability that the leader

of the Challenger will stand firm and go to war rather than back down. Adding ρ to the model,

the Target’s decision becomes: ρ((1 − Pc) ∗ 100 − c) + (1 − ρ)50 = 30. Figure 2 plots what level
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of reputation make the Target indifferent between resisting and conceding given Pc. The vertical

dashed lines represent the cut points .55 and .65 discussed above. The area below the dotted line

represent levels of reputation for which the Target will Resist.

When Pc < .55, even if the Challenger has such a reputation for resolve that the Target is

sure that the Challenger will fight (i.e., ρ = 1), the Target is better off resisting and going to

war. However, when Pc > .55, reputation can affect the equilibrium of the game. In the range

.55 < Pc < .65 both players wish to avoid war. Nevertheless, there is area above the dotted curve

in that portion of the graph, demonstrating that if the Challenger has a strong enough reputation,

the Target will not resist. Solving for ρ reveals that in the range .55 < Pc < .65, as Pc approaches

.55, ρ needs to approach 1 to induce the Target to concede. As Pc approaches .65, ρ needs to

remain above 2
3 to induce the Target to concede. Thus, in this range, the Challenger’s reputation

for toughness can induce concessions that would not otherwise occur.

Meanwhile, when Pc > .65, the Challenger will stand firm in equilibrium due to the payoffs of

the stage game. However, if the Challenger develops a reputation for weakness such that ρ falls

below the dotted line on the right-most portion of Figure 2, the Target can benefit in expectation

from resisting. This benefit arises from the high probability the Challenger will back down.

The model is agnostic about the exact mechanism by which the Target updates ρ, but, for

the behavioral predictions below, I assume that standing firm will increase ρ while backing down

will decrease ρ. Furthermore, the citizens of the Challenger always prefer ρ to be higher rather

than lower. On one hand, a reputation for toughness can benefit the Challenger in the range

.55 < Pc < .65 relative to the equilibrium of the single shot game.1 On the other hand, a reputation

for weakness can hurt the Challenger when Pc > .65, as this can result in needing to fight wars

the Challenger would have avoided with a stronger reputation. Therefore, the citizenry of the

Challenger have the incentive to reward the leader for standing firm and punish the leader for

backing down.

1Accepting a concession increases the Challenger’s payoff by 20 points when compared with the status quo.
Meanwhile, standing firm when Pc = .55 gives an expected payoff of 40 points and the expected payoff increases to
50 points as Pc approaches .65. In the worst case, standing firm only costs the Challenger 10 points relative to the
status quo payoff of 50. If for every two times the Challenger stands firm, it results in the Target backing down once,
the Challenger benefits, in expectation, from a reputation for standing firm.
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Hypotheses

I now turn to the behavioral hypotheses for how citizens will reward the leader given the previous

findings from the literature and the model presented in Figure 1.

H1: Citizens will punish leader for inconsistency. More precisely, the reward to the leader from

the citizen will be greater for Outcome 1 from Figure 1 (the status quo) than from Outcome 3

(challenging and then backing down). Formally, biO1 > biO3 , where biO1 is the bonus to the leader

given by citizen i after Outcome 1 and biO3 is the bonus to the leader given by citizen i after

Outcome 3.

H2: Citizens will additionally punish leader over reputational concerns. Formally, biO1 − biO3

with no reputation will be less than biO1 − biO3 when reputation can be a factor

H3: In contrast to H1 and H2, which come from the audience costs literature, the blind ret-

rospection literature predicts that citizens will reward leaders based on the outcome of the crisis.

H3 predicts that citizen’ bonuses will be higher after outcomes for which the citizens receive higher

payoffs. Formally, biO5 < biO2 < biO1 = biO3 < biO4 , regardless of reputational concerns.

Finally, for reputational concerns to affect the citizens’ reward, the Target must alter her game

play based on the previous actions of the Challenger, leading to hypothesis 4:

H4: Challengers will develop reputations. More precisely, the probability the Target resists

after the Challenger backs down will be greater than the probability the Target resists after other

outcomes.

Experimental Design

The game was programmed in z-Tree and run in X Lab (Fischbacher, 2007). 112 subjects were

recruited through X’s undergraduate recruitment pool and participated in four sessions of the

experiment.

After obtaining the subjects’ consent and reading the instructions, the experiment began. Before

the first round, subjects were randomly assigned to groups of seven and randomly assigned a player

number. Player 1 played the leader of the Challenger, Player 2 played the Target, and Players
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3-7 played the citizens of the Challenger. The experiment was divided into blocks of 7-10 periods,

the length of which were not revealed to the subjects. The main treatments tested the effect of

reputation. Under one set of rules, groups and player numbers remained the same throughout

the block and then were randomly reassigned at the beginning of the next block. Under the

second set of rules, groups and player numbers were randomly reassigned at the beginning of each

round. Players were informed which set of rules they were playing under and notified when the

rules changed. Playing under these two sets of rules allows for testing the effect of reputation on

audience costs and differentiating it from punishment for inconsistency.

The experiment lasted six blocks and 50 rounds. Dividing the experiment into blocks yielded a

quasi-within subject design in that, while not all players played all roles under all treatments, it was

common that players played different roles as well as the same roles under two or more treatments.

At the beginning of each round, the probability of winning a war, Pc, was displayed to all group

members. Pc was the second set of treatments, designed to induce policy preferences. The win

probability was selected from one of three intervals, .35 − .50, .55 − .65, or .70 − .85, with equal

probability and then drawn from a uniform distribution within the selected interval. The gaps

separating the intervals created a clear separation between when the Challenger was strictly better

off with the status quo, when both sides preferred to avoid war, and when the Challenger was

strictly better off fighting in expectation.

After revealing Pc to all players, Players 1 and 2 played the game described above. Player 1

either accepted the status quo or challenged Player 2. If the status quo was accepted, Players 2-7

received the status quo payoff and the game moved on to the reward phase. If Player 1 challenged,

Player 2 decided between conceding or resisting. If Player 2 conceded, Player 2 received 30 points

and Players 3-7 received 70 points, and the game moved on to the reward phase. If Player 2 resisted,

Player 1 decided between backing down and going to war. If Player 1 backed down, Players 2-7

received the status quo payoff and the game moved on to the reward phase. Otherwise, the winner

of the war was determined randomly according to the given probability. The game was played under

full information, such that all players learned the choice made at each decision node immediately

and this information was left on the players’ screens throughout the round.
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At the end of the negotiation or after the war, Players 3-7 were informed of their payoff for the

round and then individually granted Player 1 a bonus of between 0 and 20 points. Player 1’s payoff

equaled the total of Players 3-7’s bonuses. Player 1 did not learn of individual bonuses, nor did

Players 3-7 see the other players’ bonuses in order to keep the awarding of bonuses as independent

as possible over the course of the experiment. A costless bonus has been previously shown to be an

effective measure of leader evaluation in international relations experiments (Bausch and Zeitzoff,

2015). This bonus can be thought of as an election where the citizens can reward the leader based

on the unfolding of the game and the outcome. Alternatively, the bonus can proxy for public

opinion data, which can enhance a leader’s political capital (Rivers and Rose, 1985).

Upon completion of the experiment, subjects were paid a show-up fee of 8 dollars. Subjects

received additional payment according to a random round payoff mechanism (Morton and Williams,

2010, p382). Eight rounds were randomly selected and used to calculate the subject’s payoff from

the experiment. Points from these rounds were converted to US dollars at a rate of 100 points to

$2. The subjects earned an average of $7.63 during the experiment for a total of $15.63 (including

the show-up fee). The experimental sessions lasted about an hour.2

Results

Table 1 presents Tobit regressions for the bonus given by the citizen. Model 1 displays the results

when reputation cannot emerge, that is, when subjects were re-grouped after every round. This

treatment was designed to test H1, the inconsistency hypothesis. This hypothesis states that

citizens dislike the inconsistency of a leader that escalates a conflict and then backs down and that

this inconsistency reveals an incompetence on the part of the leader. Given that the subjects are

re-grouped every round, reputation cannot emerge and, thus, citizens should not consider the effect

of the leader’s decision on how future rounds will play out.

The predicted bonus, derived from the marginal effects from Model 1, is displayed in Figure 3.

The key test of H1 is the bonus awarded after a status quo outcome compared with a back down

outcome, with the expectation that the back down outcomes should result in lower bonuses due to

2The full experimental instructions and a sample screen show can be found in the Appendix.
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Model 1: No Reputation Model 2: Reputation
Bonus Bonus

O2: Target Concedes 6.875*** 7.108***
(1.384) (1.860)

O3: Challenger Backs Down 0.945 1.804
(1.058) (1.758)

O4: War Loss -17.169*** -13.711***
(2.392) (2.014)

O5: War Win 10.861*** 11.480***
(1.623) (2.145)

Constant 10.791*** 10.087***
(1.250) (1.567)

Observations 1680 1380
Left-Censored 283 220
Right-Censored 582 463

Table 1: Random Effects, Tobit Regressions for the bonus awarded to the leader by the citizen
by outcome. Standard errors, in parenthesis, are clustered on the individual citizen. The base
category for both models is O1: Status Quo. Observations are Left-Censored if the citizen gave no
bonus and Right-Censored if the citizen gave the full 20 point bonus. * - p < .10, ** p < .05, ***
- p < .01
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Figure 3: Predicted Citizen bonus conditional on outcome with re-grouping every round (Tobit
model, clustered standard errors)

the display of inconsistency. However, the results fail to provide any support for H1. In fact, the

bonus after backing down is slightly higher, though that finding is not near statistical significance.
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Instead, the results fall perfectly in line with the predictions of the outcome hypothesis, H3.

As the payoff the citizen receives increases, the citizen awards a higher bonus to the leader. As

predicted by H3, the bonus after winning the war was significantly higher than after any other out-

come. Meanwhile, accepting a concession produced a significantly higher bonus than the remaining

outcomes. Finally, citizens awarded the leader the lowest bonus by a wide margin after a loss in

war. Therefore, the results from the treatment with no reputation provide no evidence that citizens

punish leaders for inconsistency. Instead, citizens reward leaders for the outcomes they presided

over, with higher paying outcomes leading to larger bonuses.
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Figure 4: Predicted Citizen bonus conditional on outcome when groups remain the same from
round to round (Tobit model, clustered standard errors)

Model 2 from Table 1 displays the results when reputation could emerge, that is, when subjects

remained in the same group for several rounds. This treatment was designed to test H2, the

reputation hypothesis. This hypothesis states that citizens will punish leaders that escalate a

conflict and then back down due to the negative effect this has on the group’s reputation. Leaders

that back down can create a reputation for weakness for the group, which leads to future challenges

being less effective.

The predicted bonus from the reputation treatment, derived from the marginal effects from

Model 2, is displayed in Figure 4. The key test of H2 is, again, the bonus awarded after a status quo

outcome compared with a back down outcome, with the expectation that the back down outcomes
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should result in lower bonuses because of concerns about the group’s reputation. However, the

results fail to provide any support for citizen concern about reputation. In fact, again, the bonus

after backing down is slightly higher than after a status quo outcome, though this difference is

statistically insignificant.

As with the results from Model 1, the results with reputation also fall perfectly in line with

the predictions of the outcome hypothesis, H3. Figure 4 has the same shape as Figure 3, with

higher paying outcomes for the citizens leading to higher bonuses for the leader. A win in the war

again produced a significantly higher bonus than any other outcome, while accepting a concession

produced a significantly higher bonus than the remaining outcomes. Again, losing the war induced

the lowest bonus for the leader. Thus, the results from the treatment where reputation could emerge

provides no evidence that citizens punish leaders due to concerns about the group’s reputation.

Instead, even with the possibility of reputational effects, citizens focused on the outcome of the

crisis rather than the process that brought about this outcome.
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Figure 5: Predicted Citizen bonus conditional on win probability and outcome with re-grouping
every round (Tobit model, clustered standard errors)

Figures 5 and 6 break the results down by the probability the group would win the war.3 These

results largely confirm the emphasis on outcomes at the expense of process for both the reputation

and no reputation treatments. The only exception to outcome-based rewards is when the group

3The full models are presented in the appendix.
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Figure 6: Predicted Citizen bonus conditional on win probability and outcome when groups remain
the same from round to round (Tobit model, clustered standard errors)

had a low probability of winning the conflict. In those cases, for both reputation and no reputation,

the leader received a larger bonus when the Target conceded than from winning the conflict. Thus,

when the group had a low probability of winning the war, citizens preferred to accept a concession

over fighting and winning a risky war. Nevertheless, citizens did not punish the leader for winning

a risky war relative to accepting the status quo or backing down.

Figures 5 and 6 also indicate that when the group had a high probability of winning, citizens did

not reward the leader for accepting the status quo as highly as for other levels of win probability.

It is additionally worth noting that, in the high probability rounds, a war loss continued to yield

the lowest bonus for the leader, even though war was the choice that maximized citizens’ utility in

expectation. This finding further reinforces that citizens care more about the policy outcome than

the process used to reach that outcome.

Finally, when comparing the status quo to backing down, Figures 5 and 6 provides no evidence

of audience costs in any of the six treatments. In fact, backing down always produces a slightly

higher reward than accepting the status quo. While never significant, this result is consistent with

Gowa (1999, 26)’s argument that citizens understand that bluffing and backing can down can be

an optimal strategy.

Overall, this more fine-grained look at the results largely confirms the results presented in
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Figures 3 and 4. Citizens place great emphasis on the outcome of the conflict while paying little

attention to the process that brought about this outcome. Furthermore, given the nearly identical

results in Figures 5 and 6, citizens were not concerned with the group’s reputation enough to punish

the leader for backing down.

Model 1: Reputation Model 2: No Reputation
Resist Resist

Lag(O2: Target Concedes) 2.104 0.519
(1.917) (1.957)

Lag(O3: Challenger Backs Down) 8.041** -1.085
(3.122) (1.375)

Lag(O4: War Win) -2.738 -0.153
(1.975) (1.919)

Lag(O5: War Loss) 1.201 -1.999
(2.699) (2.891)

Lag(Win Probability) 0.835 1.274
(3.687) (2.439)

Lag(O2) x Lag(Win Probability) -9.597** -1.718
(4.862) (3.546)

Lag(O3) x Lag(Win Probability) -14.932** 1.238
(6.116) (2.880)

Lag(O4) x Lag(Win Probability) 4.920 -0.875
(4.631) (3.669)

Lag(O5) x Lag(Win Probability) -5.186 3.240
(5.604) (4.734)

Win Probability 17.410*** 7.475***
(2.226) (1.310)

Constant -6.842*** -3.121***
(2.063) (1.185)

Observations 196 236

Table 2: Random Effects, Logistic Regressions for if the Target Resisted or not. Standard errors, in
parenthesis, are clustered on the individual target. The base category for both models is Lag(O1:
Status Quo). * - p < .10, ** p < .05, *** - p < .01

However, a potential concern is that reputation did not develop in the experiment. If the Target

did not change her actions based on the past actions of the Challenger, then there would be no
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Figure 7: Predicted probability the Target Resist conditional on the previous outcome in the
reputation treatment (Logit model, clustered standard errors)

reputational reason for citizens to punish the leader for backing down. Therefore, I now test H4,

which stated that the probability the Target would resist the Challenger would be highest after

the Challenger backed down in the previous round. Table 2, Model 1 presents a logistic regression

where the dependent variable is, conditional on reaching the Target’s decision node, whether the

Target resisted or conceded under the reputation treatment. The key independent variable is the

outcome from the previous round. However, I also control for the probability the Target would

win in a war in the current period and the win probability for the Target from the previous round.

Furthermore, I control for the interaction between the outcome in the previous round and the

probability of winning in the previous round, as Target’s perception of the Challenger’s reputation

was likely influenced by the Challenger’s decisions in relation to the Challenger’s probability of

winning the conflict.

Figure 7 presents the predicted probability from Table 2 Model 1 that the Target will resist,

conditional on the previous outcome. As predicted by H4, there is clear evidence of reputation

developing. The Target is most likely to resist after the Challenger backed down in the previous

round, a finding that is statistically significant. When the Target’s win probability is set at its mean,

after the Challenger backed down the Target is predicted to resist at a rate of 66.7% compared

with only 51.2% if the Challenger previously accepted the status quo. Thus, escalating and backing
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down had reputational consequences for the Challenger that resulted in increased resistance by the

Target, decreasing the payoffs to the citizens of the Challenger in expectation.
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Figure 8: Predicted probability the Target Resist conditional on the previous outcome with re-
grouping after each period (Logit model, clustered standard errors)

The possibility remains that Targets did not base their actions on the reputation of a specific

Challenger, but more generally on outcomes they had previous observed. If this were true, citizens

would have less incentive to punish leaders for backing down. Furthermore, the same pattern from

Figure 7 should occur even in the treatment with re-grouping after every round. Model 2 from Table

2 examines this possibility, with the key independent variable now being the last outcome the Target

observed. The predicted probability that the Target will resist conditional on the previous outcome

is presented in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows that the probability of resistance now varies little and

there are no statistically significant differences. While in the reputation treatment, the Target was

more likely to resist after the Challenger challenged and then backed down, in the treatment with

re-grouping every round, the previous outcome observed by the Target did not affect the Target’s

likelihood to resist. Thus, comparing Figures 7 and 8, reputation in the experiment worked as

expected.

This study reveals an important aspect of leadership evaluation that survey experiments have

ignored. By not providing respondents with any stake in the outcome of the crises, survey experi-

ments cannot account for how the outcome of a crisis affects a citizen’s evaluation of the leader. The
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results from the laboratory experiment presented here suggest that citizens focus primarily on their

payoff when evaluating leaders. Leaders were not punished for inconsistency in the experiment, as

leaders that escalated a conflict and then backed down were rewarded the same as if they accepted

the status quo initially. Thus, citizens showed a much greater concern for their payoff than the

process that produced this payoff. Moreover, citizens were myopic in their concern for their payoff.

They ignore the reputational effect of backing down and rewarded the leader based on the outcome

from the current round, despite backing down leading to additional resistance and lowering future

payoffs.

This experiment, the first incentivized laboratory experiment to test audience costs theory,

finds no evidence that leaders are judged more harshly after escalating a crisis and then backing

down than if they simply avoided the crisis. Neither inconsistency by itself (H1) nor concern for

reputation (H2) induced subjects to lower the reward of the leader relative to accepting the status

quo. Instead, in support of H3, subjects rewarded the leader based almost solely on their payoff

from the outcome of the crisis.

These findings are particularly damaging to audience costs theory for three reasons. First, the

full information provided by the experimental set-up and discrete decision-making (in contrast to

a gradual escalation) ensured that citizens in the experiment knew exactly the decisions made by

the leaders and the probability of winning the war. Citizens in the experiment were not depen-

dent on the media to frame to leader’s actions, a dependency that can mitigate audience costs

(Potter and Baum, 2010, 2014). Ambiguity, irrelevant information, and ex-post justifications were

also not present in the experiment, thus could not bias citizens’ attention away from the leader’s

decision-making process (Levendusky and Horowitz, 2012; Davies and Johns, 2013). Therefore,

the experiment prevents extraneous factors from influencing citizens’ evaluation of the leader, yet

citizens did not focus on the policy-making process as predicted. Audience costs did not appear.

Furthermore, when the win probability was high, citizens that cared about the policy process should

have rewarded the leader for going to war, even if the result of the war was a loss. War was the

highest yielding decision in expectation, i.e., the best policy, yet, as shown in Figures 5 and 6,

backing down produced a much higher bonus than losing for the leader.
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Second, reputation did emerge in the experiment and leaders that backed down were more likely

to face challenges in the future. Nevertheless, citizens did not consider the effect of reputation when

evaluating the leader.

Third, the incentives in the experiment were relatively weak and subjects were paid a small

amount of money. The difference between the best outcome for the citizens (a war win) and the

worst (a war loss) was a mere two dollars, which would have a relatively small impact on most of

the undergraduates in my sample, especially given the random round payoff mechanism and that

they were guaranteed an eight dollar show-up fee. Yet, even these small incentives were enough to

shift the focus of subjects to the outcome of the crisis and away from the leader’s decision-making,

challenging the findings of previous survey experiments on audience costs.

Conclusion

This paper presented a crisis negotiation game paired with an incentivized laboratory experiment to

test audience costs theory. The experiment measured the size of a bonus citizens gave to a leaders

upon the completion of the crisis game. Audience costs theory predicts that citizens will judge a

leader more harshly after escalating a conflict and then backing down than after avoiding the conflict

all together. This punishment is predicted to occur either to due the leader’s inconsistency signaling

incompetence or because backing down hurts the country’s international reputation. However, in

the experiment, neither inconsistency nor concern for reputation resulted in a leader that backed

down receiving a lower bonus than a leader that accepted the status quo. In short, audience costs

theory failed to explain how citizens evaluated the leader in the experiment.

Instead, the bonus the leader received was primarily determined by the outcome of the crisis.

When the outcome of the crisis resulted in a higher payoff for the citizen, the citizen rewarded

the leader with a higher bonus. This happened without regard for the leader’s decision-making

or concern for the group’s reputation. Leaders that escalated and backed down received the same

payoff as those that accepted the status quo because the payoff to the citizen was the same in both

cases. Furthermore, even when going to war was advantageous in expectation and selecting into war

was an appropriate decision, if the outcome of the war was a loss, the leader was punished harshly.
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Likewise, if winning the war was unlikely and the group would have been better off accepting a

settlement, leaders that selected war and won were still rewarded. Therefore, in-line with recent

literature on retrospective voting, the experiment shows that citizens use coarse heuristics when

evaluating leaders. They ignore the decision-making process of the leader and focus on the outcome

produced.

The findings presented here call into question audience cost theory’s assumption that citizens

follow the decision-making process of leaders closely and judge the leader on that process. Citizens’

are primarily concerned with their own well-being. Incumbent leaders are rewarded for being in

office when a citizen experiences a good outcome and punished when the citizen experiences a

bad outcome, even if the leader’s decisions were irrelevant to the outcome or the outcomes were

determined by chance (Healy et al., 2010; Bagues and Esteve-Volart, 2013; Huber et al., 2012; Achen

and Bartels, 2004; Cole et al., 2012; Gasper and Reeves, 2011). This paper takes this key insight

applies to it to the international relations literature, undermining our understanding of audience

costs. Rather than the citizens evaluating leaders on their decision-making process, as proposed by

audience costs theory, citizens primarily evaluate leaders on the outcomes they oversee.
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Appendix

Summary Statistics

Reputation No Reputation
Status Quo 10.3 10.4

(7.23) (7.37)
220 265

Concession 17.4 15.7
(5.36) (6.07)

10 35
Back Down 11.8 11.6

(6.61) (7.03)
190 215

War Loss 1.18 1.03
(3.43) (7.03)

45 215
War Win 12.9 13.3

(7.53) (7.38)
20 10

Table A1: Summary statistics for the bonus awarded by the citizens in the Low Probability treat-
ment. The top number is the mean bonus, the standard deviation is in parenthesis, and then
number of observations is listed third.

Tables A1-A3 present the summary statistics on the bonus awarded by the citizens broken down

by the win probability, rules (reputation or no reputation), and outcome. The summary statistics

reflect the results in the main body of the paper and highlight the 3x2 nature of the experimental

design (three win probabilities and two sets of rules). The five outcomes were not experimentally

manipulated and, thus, widely varying number of observations occur for the outcomes. This is
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Reputation No Reputation
Status Quo 8.6 9.9

(7.36) (6.97)
30 55

Concession 14.4 14.5
(6.51) (6.71)
220 180

Back Down 10.0 10.5
(6.83) (7.30)

90 130
War Loss 4.20 3.52

(7.38) (6.76)
40 60

War Win 16.2 16.3
(7.47) (5.81)

90 90

Table A2: Summary statistics for the bonus awarded by the citizens in the Mid Probability treat-
ment. The top number is the mean bonus, the standard deviation is in parenthesis, and then
number of observations is listed third.

Reputation No Reputation
Status Quo 5.1 6.5

(6.67) (8.33)
10 15

Concession 13.6 13.8
(6.74) (6.60)
320 375

Back Down 8.7 6.4
(7.23) (7.30)

15 45
War Loss 5.57 3.14

(7.54) (6.54)
30 55

War Win 16.1 15.5
(6.39) (6.33)

50 90

Table A3: Summary statistics for the bonus awarded by the citizens in the High Probability
treatment. The top number is the mean bonus, the standard deviation is in parenthesis, and then
number of observations is listed third.

problematic in a few cells where there are only 10 or 15 observations and this is reflected by the

wide confidence intervals in the graphs in the main body of the paper for these cells.
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Bonus by Win Probability

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
No Reputation Reputation No Reputation Reputation No Reputation Reputation

Prob: Low Prob: Low Prob: Mid Prob: Mid Prob: High Prob: High
Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus

O2: Target Concedes 14.368*** 10.222*** 10.324*** 8.127*** 15.675*** 13.940***
(4.894) (2.689) (3.082) (2.324) (4.536) (4.975)

O3: Challenger Backs Down 2.207 2.021 2.370 0.972 7.172 1.702
(1.924) (1.471) (2.405) (1.782) (5.369) (5.237)

O4: War Loss -19.573*** -23.211*** -10.136** -14.958*** 0.794 -7.987
(3.259) (3.733) (4.062) (3.698) (5.521) (5.727)

O5: War Win 4.597 6.685 15.004*** 12.470*** 21.857*** 18.069***
(3.264) (4.842) (3.510) (2.683) (5.367) (5.121)

Constant 10.751*** 11.203*** 7.679*** 10.583*** 0.888 2.913
(1.485) (1.274) (2.579) (1.923) (4.523) (4.722)

Observations 485 565 92 515 425 600
Left-Censored 100 105 70 86 50 600
Right-Censored 120 163 177 194 166 225

Table A4: Random Effects, Tobit Regressions for the bonus awarded to the leader by the citizen
by outcome broken down by win probability and treatment. Standard errors, in parenthesis, are
clustered on the individual citizen. The base category for all models is O1: Status Quo. Observa-
tions are Left-Censored if the citizen gave no bonus and Right-Censored if the citizen gave the full
20 point bonus. * - p < .10, ** p < .05, *** - p < .01

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
No Reputation Reputation No Reputation Reputation No Reputation Reputation

Prob: Low Prob: Low Prob: Mid Prob: Mid Prob: High Prob: High
Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus

O1: Status Quo 10.5 10.7 8.7 10.3 5.0 6.1
(0.94) (0.74) (1.46) (1.06) (2.16) (2.40)

O2: Target Concedes 17.7 16.1 14.4 14.6 13.7 13.8
(1.41) (0.98) (0.73) (0.76) (0.85) (0.59)

O3: Challenger Backs Down 11.8 12.0 10.0 10.7 8.9 7.0
(0.99) (0.71) (0.99) (0.97) (1.72) (1.30)

O4: War Loss 1.3 1.0 3.6 3.1 5.4 2.7
(0.52) (0.48) (1.38) (1.11) (1.60) (0.96)

O5: War Win 13.2 14.4 16.5 16.4 16.5 15.8
(1.79) (2.32) (0.83) (0.68) (1.05) (0.72)

Table A5: Predicted bonus by outcome broken down by by win probability and treatment from
Table A4 above. Standard errors in parentheses.

Table A4 presents the results from Tobit models in which the dependent variable is the level
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of bonus given by the citizens to the leader after each outcome. The six models from Table A4

represent all combinations of the reputation/no reputation treatments paired with the level of win

probability for the group (low, mid, high probability of winning the conflict). Table A5 shows the

predicted bonus derived from the models in Table A4. As the Table demonstrates, a similar pattern

of bonuses emerge for each model. As discussed in the main body of the paper, the general pattern

is that the higher the payoff for the citizen, the higher the bonus for the leader. The exception

is that when the group has a low probability of winning the conflict, the leader received a larger

bonus when the Target conceded than from winning the conflict. Models 1 and 2 indicate that

while the citizens would prefer to accept a concession, there was no punishment for winning a war

the group was unlikely to win relative to accepting the status quo or backing down. The Table

also indicates that when the group had a high probability of winning, citizens did not reward the

leader for accepting the status quo as highly as for other levels of win probability. Finally, when

comparing the status quo to backing down, no evidence of audience costs occurs. In fact, backing

down always produces a moderately higher reward than accepting the status quo. Overall, the

more detailed look at the results provided here largely confirms the results from the main body of

the paper. Citizens place great emphasis on the outcome of the conflict while paying little attention

to the process that brought about this outcome.

Experimental Instructions

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment. You should be seated at a computer

monitor. For the remainder of the experiment, please silence your cell phones. There should be a

white welcome screen with instructions to sign the consent form. As indicated on the consent form,

your participation in this experiment is voluntary. All choices and interaction will occur through

your computer. Throughout the experiment talking, communicating, or signaling is prohibited and

will result in a forfeiture of payment.

The experiment will proceed as follows:

Pre-Game

You will be randomly divided into groups of seven. Player 1 in your group will act as the leader
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of country A. Player 2 will act as the leader of country B. Players 3-7 will be citizens in country A.

International Crisis

Each round is a simulation of an international crisis situation. Player 1 will negotiate with Player

2 on behalf of Players 3-7 over how to divide 100 points. The negotiation will unfold through up

to three decisions (up to two by Player 1 and up to one by Player 2).

The crisis begins with a 50-50 split of the 100 points. That is, Player 2 receives 50 points and

Players 3-7 each receive 50 points. All players are also informed of the probability that country A

wins a war and receives all 100 points. The probability is drawn from the interval .35-.85.

Decision 1: Player 1 either accepts the 50-50 split or challenges Player 2. If Player 1 accepts,

the negotiation ends and the game skips to post-crisis.

Decision 2: If Player 1 challenges Player 2, Player 2 can either concede or resist. If Player 2

concedes, Player 2 receives 30 points and Players 3-7 receive 70 points each and the game skips to

post-crisis.

Decision 3: If Player 2 resists, Player 1 can either enter a war or not. If Player 1 does not enter

the war, the 50-50 split is given and Player 2 receives 50 points and Players 3-7 receive 50 points.

If Player 1 enters the war, both countries pay a cost of 15 points and the winner is determined

according to the given probabilities. The winner receives 85 points (100 15), while the loser receives

a payoff of -15 for the round.

Post-crisis

While the outcome of the crisis negotiation directly determines the payoff for Players 2-7,

Players 3-7 determine the payoff for Player 1. Players 3-7 each decide independently of one another

to award Player 1 between 0 and 20 points. These points are costless to Players 3-7 and can be

awarded freely. Player 1’s payoff consists of the sum of Players 3-7’s bonuses.

Group Membership

The game will be played in blocks of several rounds. Group Membership within the blocks

will vary according to two different set of rules. Under Rule 1, your group membership and player

number will remain the same throughout the entire block. Under Rule 2, your group membership

and player number will be randomly reassigned each round of the block.
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At the beginning of each block, you will be notified that a block is beginning, informed of the

rules you will be playing under for the block, and given your player number. Group memberships

will always be randomly reassigned at the beginning of each block.

Compensation

You will be offered at least 8 dollars for your participation. Additional monetary compensation

will be based on the sum of points you earned in eight randomly chosen rounds in the experiment.

For every 100 points earned in those eight rounds, you will earn 2 dollars (1 point = 2 cents).
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Screen Shot

Figure 1: Sample screen shot showing the screen for Player 2’s decision.
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